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Study on Effects of Prussian Blue Treatment for 137Cs Internal Exposure 
by using a New Biokinetic Model of its Progeny 137mBa 
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Prussian blue (PB) is expected to reduce the internal dose following an intake of caesium(Cs) isotopes. 
Recently updated biokinetic models for Cs are provided. The models include the Cs circulation to alimentary tract 
through enterohepatic circulation and transfer from plasma and also the biokinetic models for caesium progeny 
which are different from one for Cs. In this report we simulate behavior of 137Cs and its progeny 137mBa in human 
body by using the biokinetic models to confirm the efficacy of PB treatment for acute oral intake. We 
quantitatively discuss the residual activities in tissues, the activities excreted by feces and urine and the 
mechanism of reducing internal dose by PB treatment. 
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2 3 Cs Ba
 
Plasma( ) Red blood cell(RBC: )
Brain( ) Heart wall ( ) Pancreas( )
Spleen( ) Liver( ) Skin( ) Other1(
1) Other2( 2) Lung tissue(
) Adipose tissue( ) Red marrow(
) Trabecular bone surface( ) Cortical 
bone surface( ) Cartilage( ) Skeltal 





Human Alimentary Tract Model) [13] 
Stomach contents( ) Small intestine 
contents( ) Right colon content(
) Left colon content( )
Rectosigmoid colon content( S )
Stomach wall( ) Small intestine wall( )
Right colon wall( ) Left colon wall(
) Rectosigmoid colon wall( S )
10  
Ba 3 
(Soft tissue) Rapid 
turnover( ST0 0)
Ba
[9] (Soft  
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Publication 60 1990 [10]
IDEC Internal Dose Easy 















 1.55E-08 0.8 0.8 
 1.62E-08 0.9 0.9 
 1.67E-08 0.8 0.8 
 1.85E-08 0.9 0.8 
 1.76E-08 0.9 0.9 
 1.60E-08 0.8 0.8 
 1.95E-08 1.1 1.1 
 2.22E-08 1.0 1.0 
 1.66E-08 0.9 0.9 
 1.68E-08 0.8 0.9 
 1.18E-08 0.7 0.7 
 1.30E-08 0.7 0.7 















 2.62E-08 1.9 1.9 0.34 0.32 
 1.05E-08 0.8 0.9 0.66 0.67 
 1.32E-08 0.9 0.9 0.72 0.73 
 2.12E-08 1.4 1.4 0.79 0.79 
 1.18E-08 0.8 0.9 0.64 0.65 
 1.09E-08 0.8 0.9 0.66 0.68 
 1.57E-08 1.2 1.3 0.40 0.42 
 1.55E-08 1.0 1.1 0.57 0.59 
 1.41E-08 1.1 1.1 0.65 0.64 
 1.07E-08 0.8 0.9 0.65 0.67 
 6.86E-09 0.5 0.5 0.88 0.84 
 7.26E-09 0.6 0.5 0.88 0.85 
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 0 1 7 14 28 84 168 
28 81.4 23.2 19.1 17.8 16.0 10.6 5.70 
84 81.6 40.6 36.7 34.6 31.2 20.7 11.1 
168 81.7 48.3 44.5 42.1 37.9 25.1 13.6 
252 81.7 50.0 46.2 43.7 39.4 26.1 14.1 
365 81.7 50.4 46.6 44.1 39.7 26.3 14.2 
1095 81.7 50.4 46.7 44.2 39.8 26.4 14.2 
[ ]  
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0.01 0.1 1 10 100 1000
非投与　Cs137 全身
PB投与 Cs137 全身
非投与  Cs137 筋肉
PB投与 Cs137 筋肉
非投与  Ba137m 全身
PB投与 Ba137m 全身

























0.01 0.1 1 10 100 1000
非投与  Cs137 血液
PB投与 Cs137 血液
非投与  Cs137 肝臓
PB投与 Cs137 肝臓
非投与  Ba137m 血液
PB投与 Ba137m 血液






















































































0.01 0.1 1 10 100 1000
非投与  Cs137 小腸
PB投与 Cs137 小腸
非投与  Cs137 大腸上部
PB投与 Cs137 大腸上部
非投与  Ba137m 小腸
PB投与 Ba137m 小腸


























0.01 0.1 1 10 100 1000
非投与  Cs137 腎臓
PB投与 Cs137 腎臓
非投与  Cs137 膀胱
PB投与 Cs137 膀胱
非投与  Ba137m 腎臓
PB投与 Ba137m 腎臓

























0.01 0.1 1 10 100 1000
非投与  Cs137 骨表面
PB投与 Cs137 骨表面
非投与  Cs137 赤色骨髄
PB投与 Cs137 赤色骨髄
非投与  Ba137m 骨表面
PB投与 Ba137m 骨表面


























































































0.01 0.1 1 10 100 1000 104
非投与  Cs137 尿排泄量
PB投与 Cs137 尿排泄量
非投与  Cs137 糞排泄量
PB投与 Cs137 糞排泄量






























0.01 0.1 1 10 100 1000 104
非投与  Ba137m 尿排泄量
PB投与 Ba137m 尿排泄量
非投与  Ba137m 糞排泄量
PB投与 Ba137m 糞排泄量
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